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Abstract 
The Abbott Liberal-National Party (LNP) Coalition government of Australia is 
currently in search of a replacement for the troubled Collins-class conventional 
submarine fleet of the Royal Australian Navy (RAN). Coincidentally, defence ties 
between Australia and Japan have become ever closer in recent times, particularly 
under the respective conservative governments of Prime Ministers Tony Abbott and 
Shinzo Abe. Following the signing of a Defence Tecnology Sharing Agreement last 
July, there is an increasing prospect that Japanese Soryu-class submarines may be 
exported to Australia in future.  
 
The defence technology sharing accord between Australia and Japan complements the 
Free Trade Agreement (FTA) also recently secured between the two countries, 
demonstrating their deepening trade and security relations. The sale of Soryu 
submarines to Australia would be the first major combat weapons systems export for 
Japan in its postwar history, as the Abe Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) government 
eases the restrictions on defence exports maintained by previous Japanese 
governments. These moves also complement the decision by the Abe Cabinet to 
reinterpret Japan’s constitution, to allow its Self Defense Forces (SDF) to engage in 
collective self-defence actions with friendly states, which would certainly include 
Australia. 
 
Buying submarines from Japan would be the single most expensive military 
procurement in Australian history, and break an election promise to continue the 
manufacture of submarines in Australia. If it goes ahead, this decision will have 
important implications for the domestic politics of both countries, and for the strategic 
geopolitics of the region. 
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Introduction 
 
The Abbott Liberal-National Party (LNP) Coalition government of Australia is 
currently in search of a replacement for the controversial Collins-class conventional 
submarine fleet of the Royal Australian Navy (RAN). Coincidentally, defence ties 
between Australia and Japan have become ever closer in recent times, particularly 
under the respective conservative governments of Prime Ministers Tony Abbott and 
Shinzo Abe. Following the signing of the Agreement between the Government of 
Australia and the Government of Japan Concerning the Transfer of Defence 
Equipment and Technology in July 2014, prospects are increasing that Japanese 
Soryu-class submarines may be exported to Australia in future. 
 
Buying submarines from Japan would be the most expensive single military 
procurement in Australian history, and would break an election promise by the LNP 
to continue the manufacture of submarines in Australia. The issue has thus already 
generated considerable political conserversy. If it goes ahead, this decision will have 
important implications for the domestic politics of both Australia and Japan, and for 
the strategic geopolitics of the region. Before exploring these ramifications further, 
the historical background of the procurement of submarines for the RAN will be 
examined. 
 
History of the RAN Submarine Fleet 
 
Following the foundation of the RAN in 1911, two ‘E-class’ submarines, HMAS AE1 
and AE2, were added to the complement of the new British-supplied Australian fleet 
in 1914, just before the breakout of the First World War. The AE1 was lost on 
September 14th 1914 with all hands, when she disappeared during a patrol off the 
Duke of York Islands, during the campaign to take German New Guinea (Foster, 
1977: 19-20).  
 
The AE2 participated in the beginning of the Gallipoli campaign in April 1915, 
managing to penetrate the Dardenelles and disrupt Turkish shipping. However, she 
was soon damaged by Turkish defences, and was scuttled by her crew, who were 
captured. These two actions therefore brought an early end to Australia’s fledging 
wartime submarine fleet; the AE1 and AE2 were the only vessels lost in action by the 
RAN during the Great War (AWM, 2014). To replace the lost submarine fleet, Britain 
supplied five ‘J-class’ boats postwar, deployed between 1919 and 1924, before they 
were scrapped to save costs (RAN, 2013). 
 
Australia found itself under threat from the submarines of the Imperial Japanese Navy 
(IJN), most famously an attack by midget submarines on Sydney Habour (and at 
Newcastle) in May-June 1942 (Ham, 2010: 289). 23 allied ships were sunk in 
Australian waters in 1942-43 due to the IJN’s anti-shipping campaign. The RAN did 
not operate any submarines during the Second World War. However, the United 
States (US) Navy based a large number of boats at Australian ports, particularly 
Brisbane and Fremantle, as part of its highly successful campaign to blockade Japan 
(Ryan, 2013: 70-71).  
 
During the Cold War, with Australia involved at the height of the Vietnam War, the 
Australian government decided to reintroduce the Submarine Service of the RAN, 



again supplied by Britain. Six ‘O-class’ boats were ordered, and eventually deployed 
between 1967 and 2000 (Johnman & Murphy, 2003:166, 174-176). The Oberon-class 
submarines were fitted with very quiet diesel-electric engines, and were later fitted 
with US-supplied weapons systems, including the Harpoon anti-ship missile. As well 
as their main deterrence role of potentially interdicting enemy shipping and 
maintaining naval superiority in the approaches to Australia, the O-class boats 
conducted surveillance and intelligence gathering patrols in East Asian and Southeast 
Asian waters (SIA, 2014). 
 
The Collins Class Saga 
 
The procurement project to replace the O-class boats followed the defence policy 
concept of improving defence self-reliance, developed under the Hawke Labor 
government. This had the aim of reducing Australia’s reliance on foreign-supplied 
military equipment and weapons systems, while strengthening the base of the 
domestic manufacturing industry. Maintaining such an industry thus brought political 
as well as strategic and economic advantages, allowing governments to publicise their 
role in promoting Australian manufacturing jobs. In pursuit of this goal as the Cold 
War wound down, in 1987 the Australian Submarine Corporation (ASC) was 
established in Adelaide, South Australia (SA), as a government-owned corporation 
(Fruhling, 2014: 541).  
 
The design selected to replace the O-Class was termed the Collins Class, designed by 
Swedish company Kockums, to be consructed by the ASC. The Collins was the 
second-largest conventional boat at the time, with a crew complement of 58, a range 
of 11,500 nautical miles, and an endurance of 70 days. Construction of the Collins 
began in 1990, with the first boat delivered in 1996 (under the Howard Coalition 
government). The final sixth boat was delivered in 2003, at a final cost of $5.071 
billion, making it one of the most expensive Australian defence procurement projects. 
The Collins class is due to continue service until 2025, necessitating the current 
search for its replacement (Davies, 2007: 65,67). 
 
However, the Collins class project soon became plagued with technical faults, which 
led to delivery delays, and damaged the reputation of the ASC. There were faults in 
the US-designed Rockwell combat system software, defects in the hull’s welding, 
persistent engine failures, and most worrying for a submarine, a high noise signature. 
Repairing these faults saw each boat being delivered well behind schedule, ranging 
between 18 and 41 months late. Crewing the boats has also been a constant problem, 
with a shortage of trained crews, reflecting the higher standards required and more 
difficult conditions endured in the Submarine Service, long considered an elite arm of 
the RAN. The lack of available personnel meant that only three boats out of six could 
be fully manned at a time, with only two boats fully operational at a time on average. 
Nevertheless, once its problems were finally rectified, the Collins proved to be a 
highly capable diesel-electric submarine, enabling the RAN to have a long distance 
patrol capability of up to at least a month on station (Harrap, 2012). 
 
In 2009, the Rudd Labor government issued its Defence White Paper, outlining plans 
to acquire twelve submarines to replace the Collins (Crane, 2011:70). This highly 
ambitious and expensive goal of doubling the RAN’s submarine fleet was confirmed 
in the follow-up 2013 Defence White Paper. While not yet embarking on a tender 



process to select a replacement design, the Labor Party committed to continuing 
domestic contruction of the replacement submarines by the ASC (MfoD, 2013). 
 
Australia-Japan Security Cooperation 
 
The election of the Abbott LNP Coalition government in 2013 has seen a major policy 
shift in the replacement process for the Collins, with the prospect of submarines being 
bought directly from Japan emerging as the most likely option to be pursued. This 
potential development has emerged as part of the growing trend of closer defence and 
security cooperation between Japan and Australia in recent times, a generally 
bipartisan policy which has been boosted even further by the Abbott government. 
 
Following the beginning of cooperation between Australia and Japan in United 
Nations Peacekeeping Operations in the 1990s, the Trilateral Strategic Dialogue 
(TSD) talks between Japan, Australia, and their mutual core ally the US were first 
held at the senior official level in 2002. This was upgraded to ministerial level TSD 
meetings in 2006, and leaders’ meetings from 2009. The Japan-Australia Joint 
Declaration on Security Cooperation (JDSC) was then signed in March 2007, 
followed by regular ‘2+2’ talks between defence and foreign ministers (Walton, 2012: 
22-23). The Acquisition and Cross-Servicing Agreement (ACSA) was signed between 
Australia and Japan in May 2010, further increasing the level of defence and security 
cooperation, which by this stage included regular joint military exchanges and 
exercises, particularly in maritime operations (Tow, 2012 : 152). The Information 
Security Agreement (ISA) followed in May 2012, upgrading intelligence sharing and 
cooperation between the two countries (Anno, 2012: 53-54). 
 
Diplomatic, trade and security ties between Australia and Japan then deepened ever 
further, following the election of conservative governments in both countries: Shinzo 
Abe returned as Prime Mininster in December 2012, leading the LDP, and Tony 
Abbott in Australia from September 2013. Abbott’s visit to Japan in April 2014 
finally saw the conclusion of a Free Trade Agreement (FTA), the Japan-Australia 
Economic Partnership Agreement (EPA), which saw a partial reduction in a range of 
tariffs. The EPA was complemented by a concurrent Defence Technology Sharing 
Treaty, confirmed during Abe’s reciprocal visit to Australia in July 2014 (DFAT, 
2014). 
 
Soryus For Australia? 
 
The way was therefore opened up to potentially allow Australia to purchase Japanese 
military equipment, including Japan’s latest model submarine, the Soryu class. The 
Soryu (Blue Dragon) is considered one of the most advanced conventional boats in 
the world, with five in service with the Japanese Maritime Self-Defense Force 
(MSDF) since 2009, and five more planned (out of a total submarine fleet of 18 boats). 
It has a complement of 65, with its range and endurance still classified, but estimated 
to be greater than that of the Collins. The lithium-ion battery-driven propulsion 
system is of particularly exceptional pioneering quailty, allowing a greater operational 
range than standared diesel-electric propulsion. The Soryu is jointly manufactured by 
Mistubishi Heavy Industries and Kawakasi Shipbuilding Corporation in Kobe (Ryan, 
2012: 27-28). 
 



Should the Coalition government proceed with the purchase of the Soryu, this would 
break a 2013 election campaign promise, made by then Defence spokesperson Senator 
David Johnston, that submarines would continue to be constructed in Australia. Upon 
election, the Abbott LNP government stated that the decision on which model to 
replace the Collins could take up to 18 months, and has so far yet to be confirmed 
(Barns-Jenkins, 2014).  
 
As well as the Soryu, potential tenders for local construction by the ASC could 
possibly come for European models, from Sweden, France, Germany or Spain. The 
‘nuclear option’, of purchasing American nuclear-powered submarines is not really 
viable, despite the strategic advantages this could bring; apart from the expense of 
purchase, maintenance would have to be done in the US, given the lack of facilities to 
service nuclear reactors in Australia. Overshadowing these obstacles, having nuclear 
submarines in the RAN’s fleet would be too politically controversial (Radford, 2013). 
 
The purchase of Japanese submarines would probably be the cheapest option, 
estimated at around $20 billion, instead of potentially up to $36 billion, if an overseas 
tender is locally constructed; even so, it would still be the most expensive single 
military purchase in Australian history. Japan therefore remains the mostly likely 
favoured option for the Abbott government, for economic, as well as geostrategic and 
alliance reasons (Herman, 2014). 
 
Any decision to purchase submarines directly from Japan, instead of producing them 
locally, would confirm the trend of the overall decline in Australian manufacturing, 
with subsequent job losses; an inevitable development without ongoing government 
subsidies. The ASC would then have to shift to maintenance, and surface warship 
construction, to remain viable. The question remains whether the domestic 
shipbuilding industry of Australia is ultimately economically unviable in the 
long-term, as has proved the case with the (multinational-owned) car industry (Cowan, 
2014). 
 
Domestic Australian Political Implications 
 
An inquiry into the prospective Japanese submarine purchase was held by the 
Australian Senate in October-November 2014, hearing statements from various 
interested parties. The ASC claimed that overseas sourcing of submarines would be an 
overall economic loss to Australia’s GDP in the long term, eventually undermining 
any short-terms savings that might otherwise be made. The majority report, made by 
non-Government Senators, ultimately recommeded that submarine construction 
remain in Australia, after a competitive tender process. The dissident minority report, 
by government Senators, called to keep the Soryu option open (Senate, 2014: 34-35, 
81-84).  
 
The Japanese option has thus always been strongly resisted by the Federal 
Opposition’s Australian Labor Party (ALP), and its traditional support base in the 
trade union movement, particularly the Australian Manufacturing Workers’ Union 
(AMWU), whose members are most numerously employed by the ASC. Reflecting 
the divisions this issue has opened up within the Coalition, Liberal MPs based in 
South Australia have also been pressing for the Australian option to be pursued, citing 
the benefits that infrastructure investment will deliver in the long-term, offsetting 



higher initial construction costs compared to a direct overseas purchase. Also, local 
servicing would provide greater strategic security, reducing dependence on offshore 
supply and maintenance (Siegel, 2014).  
 
For his part, Prime Minister Abbott has stated that he wants the ‘very best’ 
submarines, ‘at the best possible price’, where the country of origin should not have 
priority over quality and cost; indicating favouritism towards Japan. This favourable 
direction was given further weight during a visit to Japan by then Defence Minister 
Senator David Johnston in October 2014, where a formal request was made for Japan 
to cooperate with Australia on a range of military techonology, potentially including 
submarines. Former Japanese Defense Minister Akinori Eto reciprocated this request, 
claiming that Japan wished to proceed further in deepening its overall defence and 
security cooperation with Australia, as it was a ‘special relationship’, needing ‘special 
support’ (Carney, 2014). 
 
Following this trip, Johnston said there was no progress on overseas tenders for 
locally produced submarines, indicating that the release of the next Defence White 
Paper due in 2015 would confirming the decision for the Collins’ replacement. 
However, Johnston’s position was severely weakened after making a gaffe during a 
Senate Question Time, when he dclared he would not trust the ASC ‘to build a 
canoe’! (Norman, 2014) 
 
While Johnston quickly apologised for this statement, claiming it was merely a 
‘rhetorical flourish’, it was a likely contributing factor towards a defeat for the 
Coalition in a by-election for the South Australian parliament soon after; this result 
secured majority State government for the ALP. Johnston was further underminded by 
admissions he had not attended meetings of the National Security Committee, as he 
‘had nothing to offer’. Details were also leaked of expensive dining bills incurred by 
his office at taxpayers’ expense, while the Abbott government was pledging deep cuts 
to the Federal budget, including subinflationary increases to the real wage levels of 
Australian Defence Force personnel (a decision later overturned, under pressure from 
the public and minority party Senators) (Taylor, 2014). Pressure on the Abbott 
government has particularly come from South Australian Independent Senator Nick 
Xenophon, who is demanding an open tender to ensure local production of European 
models. Xenophon has effectively accused Abbott of already making a deal with Abe, 
which would be a violation of the open tender process, as well as breaking the 2013 
election promise guaranteeing local production of submarines (Kerin, 2014).  
 
Treasurer Joe Hockey has declared an open tender will not happen, because there is 
‘no time’; a remarkable statement, given how tenders are usually such a long, 
drawn-out and carefully-considered process. Hockey’s claim for the necessity of a 
truncated tender decision has been contradicted by the AMWU, the Australian 
Industry Group (the major manufacturing industy lobby group), and other defence 
industry commentators. In order to buttress their case for local production, they have 
raised doubts that the larger Soryu is not the most suitable for Australian conditions, 
with the smaller European boats being more preferable for the continuing mission of 
the RAN’s Submarine Service; maintaining an interdiction capacity in the approaches 
to Australia’s sea lanes, and covert reconnaisance and intelligence gathering in 
Southeast Asian waters. European manufacturers have also maintained their tenders 
would be price competitive with the Japanese (APDR, 2014). 



Being consistently behind in opinion polls, particularly after the poorly-received and 
unpopular Federal budget, in an attempt at a political circuitbreaker, Abbott carried 
out his first Cabinet reshuffle on December 21, 2014. Johnston was unsurprisingly 
dumped, given his poor handling of the submarine issue, and his lacklustre 
performance overall, ending his ministerial career. Former Social Security Minister 
Kevin Andrews now holds the Defence portfolio; considered a hard-right social 
conservative, Andrews has already made an embarrassing start, with revelations of 
past admissions he had ‘no interest’ in defence affairs (Aston, 2014). The appointment 
of Andrews as Defence Minister is not likely to change the preference for Japan to 
supply submarines, as the process is generally considered as being driven by the 
Prime Minister’s Office, with Prime Minister Abbott having a close interest in 
continuing to deepen Australia’s security relationship with Japan, aided by his 
personal friendship with Prime Minister Abe (Woodley, 2014). 
 
The Labor Opposition is likely to continue to try to block any decision to purchase the 
Soryus, by legislative means if possible. Labor has so far used the Senate’s processes 
to attempt to force the government to accept an open tender. If the ALP and the minor 
parties and Independents are able to legislate for a tender in the Senate, Abbott might 
then be forced to resubmit legislation in the Lower House of Representatives, in order 
to continue with a truncated tender process which could quickly allow the Soryu 
purchase to go ahead. Should the ALP return to government following national 
elections due in 2016, Labor would also likely break any contracted agreement the 
Abbott LNP government makes with Japan. This political uncertainty could be 
enough to put the Soryu purchase in doubt (News Ltd, 2014). 
 
Political Implications for Japan and the Region 
 
The potential sale of Soryus to Australia also has great signficance for Japanese 
politics and foreign policy. Securing the sale would be the first postwar export of a 
major combat weapons system by Japan, confirming its shift towards a more active 
role in international security affairs. The long-held ‘Three Principles’ restrictions on 
military exports, self-imposed due to the pacifist Article 9 clause of the constitution, 
started to ease under the previous Democratic Party of Japan government; these have 
further loosened under Abe’s LDP government. Sales of defence equipment, 
particuarly technology transfers such as advanced sensors and communication 
components, have already been made to the US and UK (BBC, 2014). After decades 
of supplying the SDF as their sole customer, Japanese weapons manufacturers have 
been longing to expand their share of the global arms market (McNeill, 2014). 
 
Easing defence exports is merely part of Shinzo Abe’s overall direction towards 
allowing more active deployment of the SDF. His avowed policy of reinterpreting the 
constitution to allow Japan to participate in collective self-defence with allied 
countries has already been approved by Cabinet, and has been claimed as part of the 
LDP’s ruling mandate, re-confirmed by winning the early snap election recently held 
on December 14, 2014. However, public opinion in Japan remains dubious about 
proceeding down such a path of an expanded overseas role for the SDF, and also 
about any related increase in military exports (Mainichi, 2014). 
 
This more assertive Japanese defence and foreign policy is firmly supported by 
Japan’s primary ally (and mutual ally of Australia) the US, which is encouraging the 



sale of Soryus to Australia. Closer security ties between Australia and Japan 
complements the American goal of a ‘pivot’ of the majority of its armed forces being 
deployed to the Asia-Pacific region, to ensure ongoing regional hegemony. Such 
cooperation has already been seen in development and servicing agreements for the 
multi-national F-35 Joint Strike Fighter (JSF) project (despite concerns over the JSF’s 
cost overruns and capability), confirmed in the latest leaders’ meeting of the TSD, on 
the sidelines of the last G20 Leaders’ Summit in Brisbane (Nikkei, 2014).  
 
There are also concerns that Japan’s potential entry into the international market for 
advanced weapons systems will only fuel the increasing conventional arms race under 
way in the Asia-Pacific region (Bateman, 2011: 73-77). From the perspective of Japan, 
the US, security partners including Australia, and ASEAN states such as the 
Philippines, Singapore and Vietnam, an expanding SDF and Japanese defence export 
industry would contribute to countering the rapid military buildup of China’s People’s 
Liberation Army, whose Naval branch includes a 71-strong submarine fleet. North 
Korea has also launched its first ballistic missile submarine, raising fears about 
ecalating proliferation of its nuclear weapons. (Business Spectator, 2014). 
 
Conclusions 
 
The potential export of Japanese submarines to Australia therefore has extremely 
important implications, for Australian and Japanese domestic politics, as well as for 
strategic stability in the Asia-Pacific region as a whole. If it goes ahead, the sale of 
Soryus to Australia would be first major weapons systems export from Japan since the 
Second World War. Such a move is defended by allies of Japan, particularly the US 
and Australia, as improving general security cooperation and the interoperable 
capabilities of their armed forces, which will deliver greater regional security overall.  
 
However, this view discounts the potential for an escalating arms race ultimately 
undermining the peace and stability of the Asia-Pacific. It also raises important 
questions over the political integrity of the Abe and Abbott governments, if they 
proceed with a defence procurement policy which clearly violates the wishes of their 
respective electorates, and undermines the general public interest. 
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